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Phase coexistence of neutral polymer gels under mechanical constraint
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Yokohama, 240-8501 Japan

~Received 1 July 1998; accepted 29 September 1998!

We have measured the equilibrium diameter of cylindrical poly~N-isopropylacrylamide! ~NIPA!
gels with submillimeter diameters under a mechanical constraint along the uniaxial direction. The
linear swelling curve, diameter vs temperature, was obtained in the vicinity of the volume phase
transition temperature under isometric constraint: both ends of the gel were fixed at rest~stress was
zero! in a swollen state at 30 °C~a few degrees below the transition temperature!. Thereafter, the
temperature was gradually changed by keeping the uniaxial length constant~to the fixed length!. It
was demonstrated that the gel could take a coexistent state at the transition point and remain stable
for several days. This time was much longer than the characteristic relaxation time of the phase
transition in this tiny gel. The phase coexistence observed here was caused by stress inhomogeneity
along the uniaxial direction due to the mechanical constraint. A collapsed to swollen phase
transition induced by uniaxial stress at a fixed temperature was also presented. It was shown that the
ratio of the swollen portion to the total length could be controlled by the degree of elongation: when
the elongation was slightly increased or decreased, the phase boundary between the swollen and
collapsed phases was accordingly shifted to increase or decrease the swollen state, respectively. The
ratio of the swollen to the collapsed phase in the case of stress-induced coexistence is discussed
herein in terms of a phase diagram~diameter vs elongation!, and a simple phase selection rule is
presented. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!51801-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several critical phenomena have been investigated
wide variety of systems, fluids and solids.1–3 Concerning
fluid systems, the equation of states can be expressed b
variables,P ~pressure!, T ~temperature!, and r ~density!. If
the environment conditions of the system are properly
lected, a discontinuous phase transition can be observed
only in P-T projection but alsoT-r or r-P plane. At the
transition point, a coexistent state is expected, and a f
energy profile can determine the phase behavior. For p
mer gels, on the other hand, the phase can be describe
the swelling curve~corresponding toT-r of a fluid system!:
this is the change in volume,V as a function of an environ
ment parameter which determines polymer-solv
interaction.4,5 Polymer gels are made of cross-linked n
works of polymers and liquids~dilute solids with a complex
structure!. They present solidlike and liquidlike behavior du
to their elastic and osmotic nature, respectively. It is w
known that such simple-composition gels can exist in t
distinct phases, swollen or collapsed, which is character
by the network density,f ~corresponding tor or V). Several
studies on slightly cross-linked polymer gels have show
very sharp volume change, which has been considered t
a discontinuous volume phase transition.6,7 If the environ-
ment condition is properly selected both inT-r andT-V or
V-P planes, a coexistent state could be expected. In
paper, we discuss the phase coexistence of polymer ge
the T-V or V-P plane.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Hirokawa and Tanaka8 were the first to report tha
among phase transition gels, neutral poly~N-isopropyl-
acrylamide! ~NIPA! gel, which is slightly cross-linked by
N,N8-methylenebisacrylamide~BIS!, can exhibit a volume
phase transition in water only by changing the temperatu
Its mechanism has been attributed to a change in the bal
of hydrophilic and hydrophobic interaction: NIPA polyme
have well-known hydrophobic properties, and volume ph
transition properties are primarily due to hydrophobic
fects. The swelling curve is highly reproducible. For e
ample, in our experiments on NIPA gels with submillimet
diameters,9,10 the phase transition of this normal gel witho
constraints could be induced by simply increasing or
creasing the temperature by 0.1 °C in the vicinity of the tra
sition temperature. This was achieved as long as we co
regulate the water temperature with an accuracy
60.05 °C. Most experimental evidence on a specific ge
limited within the relation between the environment con
tion andf ~or V! @in T-f ~or V! projection at a constantP#.
On the other hand, discontinuous volume change is belie
to be a universal phenomenon for any kind of gels, if va
ablesP, T, andf ~or V! can be properly selected.11,12There-
fore, in order to show this universality experimentally, it
important to take into consideration the parameterP. So far,
two different methods have been reported to change the
vironment condition, these methods having a similar r
changingP in the gel system: one is hydrostatic pressure
the liquid,13,14 and the other is elongation or compression
solid polymers.15,16 Recently, we carried out experiment
research on the static properties of mechanically constra
NIPA gels through phase transition behavior.17,18 We mea-
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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sured the diameter and force of cylindrical NIPA gels w
submillimeter diameters under mechanical distortion alo
the uniaxial direction in small17 and large18 elongation ratios.
We observed that both the transition temperature and fo
increased when the fixed length in the small region along
uniaxial direction increased. The elastic response, espec
in the case of a smaller deformation, was quite successf
described by the phenomenological model on the basi
extended Flory-type free energy.4,15–18 It could be said that
the consistency of experimental observation with the me
field theory resulted from the fact that the deformation w
small enough not to disturb the assumption of Gaussian
havior of polymer networks too obviously.

To our knowledge, phase coexistence has been exp
mentally studied on ionized polymer gels but not on neu
ones. Tanakaet al.19 reported the coexistence of swollen a
collapsed phases in ionized acrylamide gels. This coex
ence can be controlled by a change in electric fie
Hirotsu16,20,21 observed phase coexistence in ionized NIP
gels at the transition point, determining that this coexiste
can be controlled by a temperature change. In the latter c
increasing the ionization enhanced the duration of the t
perature range of phase coexistence. These two example
based on the volume change inP-T-f ~or V! space by ex-
ternal fields through microscopic compression or stretch
of ionized network chains. If the gels were neutral, the
fects of the external fields would disappear~the parameter in
the P axis becomes zero!.

In this paper, we studied the phase transition behavio
neutral NIPA gels of cylindrical shape with submillimet
diameters under a macroscopic mechanical constraint. It
shown that a mechanical constraint can induce a coexis
state at the transition point, and that the ratio of the swo
to the collapsed phase can be controlled by uniaxial str
The present investigation is focused on the transition beh
ior of neutral NIPA gels in the vicinity of the transition tem
perature inP-T-r space.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Gels were synthesized by a free radical copo
merization reaction in glass microcapillaries with an inn
diameter of 141.5mm. In this synthesis, the base solutio
was the standard mixture8,17,18for NIPA gel: 7.8 g of purified
NIPA ~main constituent, Kohjin!, 133 mg of N,N8-
methylenebisacrylamide~BIS, cross-linker, Wako!, and 240
ml of N,N,N8,N8-tetramethylethylenediamine~TEMED, ac-
celerator, Wako! were dissolved in 100 g water; thereaft
the solution was stored at 0 °C. After the solution was fu
saturated with nitrogen by bubbling, 40 mg of ammoniu
persulfate~APS, initiator, Wako! was added to this mixture
to initiate the reaction. Immediately after that, the microca
illaries were inserted into the pregel solution. Gelation w
carried out at 0 °C overnight for the complete reaction p
cess. After gelation, cylindrical gels were removed from m
crocapillaries and subsequently washed in distilled deioni
pure water for several days to wash away residual chemi
and unreacted monomers from polymer networks.

The experimental setup was as described in Ref. 18:
end of the dried gel was fixed to the capillary, while a sm
g
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iron tip was attached on the other end by using silicone gl
in both cases. A gel has a uniform cylindrical shape;
effective length, which is not affected by the glue, was d
termined by excluding the attachment parts. Note that
effective length of the gels, which is much larger than t
diameter, is over one millimeter. The gel was inserted int
rectangular glass tube with an inner size of 535 mm2 filled
with pure water so that the iron tip could be fixed to t
magnet. The rectangular glass tube was encapsulated
larger transparent cell. Temperature-controlled water with
accuracy of60.05 °C was circulated in the cell. The tem
perature was gradually increased, decreased, or fixed in
vicinity of the volume phase transition temperature. After t
gel reached equilibrium at each temperature, the diamete
the gels and the effective length of the swollen portion in
coexistence state were then measured by a calibrated C
microscope apparatus. A load cell was used to determine
length of the gel which was at rest with zero stress. A 20-m
interval was enough for the this tiny gel to reach thermal
swelling equilibrium except near the transition point.9,10,17,18

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Swelling curve

First of all, the swelling curve of the gels was dete
mined; both ends of the cylindrical gel were fixed at rest in
swollen state at 30 °C~a few degrees below the transitio
temperature! and the uniaxial length was restricted to th
fixed length while varying the temperature. By measuring
diameter as a function of temperature, we could estimate
properties of the swelling behavior under a mechanical c
straint ~isometric!. Figure 1 shows the equilibrium diamete

FIG. 1. The equilibrium diameter of the neutral NIPA gels under mecha
cal constraint as a function of temperature. The gel was isometrically c
strained to the equilibrium length at 30 °C; hereafter the temperature
slightly changed. The shaded range on heating or cooling denotes the
perature range of the phase coexistence.
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FIG. 2. ~a! Photographic sequences of the neutral NIP
gel at the transition temperature under mechanical c
straint, where the gel is approaching the equilibriu
coexistent state with time at 33.5 °C. The gel was is
metrically constrained to the equilibrium length a
30 °C, and was in the swollen state at 33.4 °C on t
heating process. The temperature was raised to 33.5
at time zero. The scratch on the surface is connected
the broken line.~b! Time course of the length of the
swollen portion at 33.5 °C. Line added is to guide th
eye. The experimental error bars are smaller than
symbols. The scattering of data could be attributed
the slight change in the elongation for a long time e
periment due to the external factors, such as therm
stability of the sample holder.
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vs temperature of the neutral NIPA gels under the constr
of the uniaxial length on heating and cooling processes.
temperature was gradually changed in the vicinity of
transition point by 0.1 °C~minimum step!. As mentioned
above, the free gel without mechanical constraint could
from the swollen to the collapsed phase only when the te
perature was raised by this minimum step, and vice vers
the cooling process. On the other hand, this slightly c
strained gel did not finish its transition within this minimu
step. In the heating process, the gel that stayed complete
the swollen state at 33.4 °C did not completely collapse
33.5 °C but moved on the phase coexistence, collapsing
at 33.6 °C. In the cooling process, the gel stayed in the
lapsed state at 33.3 °C, and then moved on to the phase
existence, finally swelling at 33.0 °C.

It should be noted that these absolute values for tra
tion temperature and swelling ratios are slightly different b
tween gels prepared from different pregel solutions, but
easily reproducible and exactly the same in the same
during the repeated temperature cycles. The respective v
is the same within the present experimental accuracy w
the temperature drift rate or the elongation speed is s
enough not to induce the phase separation.16,22,23The swell-
ing behavior is completely reversible for the same gel.

B. Temperature change

The stability of the phase coexistence can be shown
slightly increasing the temperature just above the transi
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point. In the case of the gel shown in Fig. 1~isometrically
constrained to equilibrium length at 30 °C!, the swollen state
starts to collapse by raising the temperature to 33.5 °C.
this temperature, the collapsed portion can emerge at b
ends and develop, the gel finally achieving the equilibriu
coexistent state. Figure 2~a! shows the evolution of the phas
coexistence at 33.5 °C of the same NIPA gel under an opt
microscope. The final state, which is not a transient bu
stable or a quasistable equilibrium phenomenon,24 consists of
the collapsed and swollen states. The phase coexistence
appeared when the temperature was raised further by 0.
to 33.6 °C. The change in the length of the swollen state
plotted as a function of time in Fig. 2~b!. As is shown in this
figure, the length of the swollen portion decreased and s
rated after around 200 h. It was demonstrated that the
could remain in a coexistent state at the transition point
be stable for several days. That is much longer than the c
acteristic relaxation time,9,10,17,18in spite of the critical slow-
ing down at the transition temperature.24

Next, the expected contributions of the mechanical c
straint on the transition behavior should be considered
our previous work,17,18 it was demonstrated that the uniaxi
elongation could increase the transition temperature, wh
suggests that the macroscopic network elongation
uniquely determine the transition temperature. Therefore
the stress of the swollen phase can be kept constant,
phase transition can be observed by an infinitesimal temp
ture increase at the transition point. However, in the pres
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experiment, we kept only the total gel length~elongation!
constant, and not the strain. Then, if the temperature
increased by a finite degree, the swollen portion loca
started to collapse, which induced the stretch of the rem
ing swollen portion along the uniaxial direction, resulting
an increment of the transition temperature of the remain
portion. This is also related with the fact that the You
modulus of the collapsed state,EC , was larger than that o
the swollen state,ES . The phase coexistence was observ
only when heating at 33.5 °C in the present experiment. T
may well be due to the fact that the transition temperat
range was too narrow in theT-elongation plane to observ
the phase coexistence at different temperatures. If we c
control the temperature much more precisely, the swo
portion at equilibrium in the phase coexistence would gra
ally decrease as the temperature increased.

C. Elongation change

When the gel in the collapsed state was gradua
stretched along the uniaxial direction, a stress-induced sw
ing phase transition was expected, since the uniaxial str
could increase the transition temperature.17,18 The same
NIPA gel used in the above experiment was in the comp
collapsed state at 33.5 °C in the cooling process. By stre
ing the gel at 33.5 °C, the swollen portion emerged a
threshold elongation which then developed, the gel fina
becoming totally swollen at a larger but finite elongation,
shown in Fig. 3~a!. It was found that the phase coexisten
could be stable if the elongation was stopped along the w
The change in the ratio of the swollen portion to the to
length was plotted as a function of the total length,L in Fig.
3~b!. The gel could stay in the phase coexistence, wh
mechanism is basically the same as that described in
III B. While stretching along the uniaxial direction, a loc
portion of the collapsed state might swell discontinuous
inducing the relaxation of the remaining collapsed port
and resulting in a decrement of the transition temperatur
the remaining portion. In this case, the difference betw
the characteristic elongation at the onset and end of the
existence both in stretching and releasing was large eno
to allow us to observe the phase coexistence for many
ferent elongations. If the stretch was drastically increase
decreased, then the gel did not form the phase coexiste
and all stress effects were negated. It should be noted
there was a hysteresis between stretching and releasing
the length of the first emerged swollen portion had fin
length, roughly 100mm ~comparable to the diameter!. This is
related to the fact that the network is continuously connec
to form three-dimensional structures. In such systems, e
if the embryos or nuclei emerged, they could not stay in
local potential minimum, which is too small to fall into th
swollen state by reason of external stress. This is becaus
energy gain from the network volume change would not
ceed the loss of the elastic energy from the boundary str
Therefore, the swollen portion could emerge only when
swollen portion in the bulk networks developed collective
to have a large enough size in the cross-section of gels.
situation reminds us of the traditional nucleatio
phenomena25,26 in solidification ~such as super-cooling!,
as
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which will be discussed later. From these considerations,
gel, whose uniaxial length is short compared to the diame
would not exhibit the phase coexistence at the transit
point, and the phase transition would finish by the infinite
mal change in the external condition.

D. Phase diagram of gels under mechanical
constraint

The experimental results can be briefly summarized
follows: during the discontinuous volume phase transition
the neutral polymer gel, if the total length is fixed, the loc
phase transition can induce the change in the uniaxial st
of the remaining part of the gel~unchanged portion!, which
stabilize the gel phase as a coexistence. We demonstra

FIG. 3. ~a! Photographs of the stress induced phase transition of the N
gel, when the gel was gradually stretched along the uniaxial direction.
gel was isometrically constrained to the equilibrium length at 30 °C, a
was in the collapsed state at 33.5 °C on the cooling process. The swo
portion can emerge at a threshold elongation, which develops, and fin
the gel takes the swollen state. It should be noted that the phase coexis
is stable, if the elongation was stopped.~b! Change in the ratio of the
swollen portion to the total length is plotted as a function of the total leng
Line added is to guide the eye. The experimental error bars are smaller
the symbols.
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FIG. 4. ~a! Schematical swelling
curves without and with mechanica
constraint. The reference states of th
free gel without constraint, which is
defined to determine the strains of th
swollen and the collapsed states in
coexistence, are supposed to have t
respective linear swelling ratios,bS

and bC . In the latter swelling curve,
the gel was elongated bya1 at 30 °C
(V1 denotes the corresponding vo
ume!, and was isometrically con-
strained to the elongated length whil
changing the temperature. The co
lapsed to swollen phase transition ca
occur at TM , and the phase coexist
ence does not occur~see text!. ~b!
Schematic shapes of gel without an
with mechanical constraint. A phas
coexistence can be realized under a
elongationa(aT,a,a2). The darker
areas in the swollen@at 30 °C and at
TM ~imaginary!# and the collapsed~at
TM) phases indicate the correspondin
swollen portion in the coexistent state
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general scheme for controlling the phase coexistence by
uniaxial elongation, where the equilibrium ratio of the swo
len portion to the total length,x can be theoretically deter
mined in terms of a simple mechanics as a function ofT or L.
The purpose of this analysis is to find the relation betweex
andT, or x andL. The mechanism of the emergence of t
phase coexistence is basically the same in each case. In
section, we will describe the latter case, where the ge
gradually stretched along the uniaxial direction at a cons
temperature,TM just above the transition point. In this cas
we can observe the phase coexistence in a wide range o
variable,L.

The longitudinal elongation,a is defined asL/L0 , that
is, the ratio ofL to the equilibrium length at rest at 30 °C,L0

~swollen state!. It should be noted that the diameter,d of the
neutral NIPA gels at 30 °C without constraint is the same
the inner diameter of the capillary,d0 used in the gel syn-
thesis (d/d051), thereforea51 (L5L0) at 30 °C.10 The
swelling ratio, defined asV/V0 , can be calculated a
a(d/d0)2 where V and V0 are the volume and the initia
volume as prepared, respectively. Figure 4~a! shows sche-
matically the swelling curve~T vs V/V0) of the neutral NIPA
gel without and with mechanical constraint. The free g
without mechanical constraint could exhibit the phase tr
sition at around 33.4 °C with a small hysteresis, and tak
collapsed state at a target temperature,TM . When the gel is
isometrically constrained, the phase transition takes plac
he
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higher temperatures with a larger hysteresis. We suppose
the collapsed to swollen phase transition could occur atTM ,
when the gel is elongated bya5a1 ~.1! at 30 °C, and that
the gel exhibits the phase transition by a minimum tempe
ture step~without exhibiting the phase coexistence!. In the
case of this ‘‘ideal’’ gel, the collapsed to swollen phase tra
sition could take place at the critical strain of the collaps
phase,eC5eC* @the reference state~the initial state before
elongation! is the collapsed state atTM without constraint#,
and the corresponding cross-sectional area isAC* . This ideal
one-step phase transition could be realized if the follow
two conditions were satisfied: one is that the uniaxial len
is small enough compared to the diameter not to stabilize
gel phase as a coexistence, and the other is that the n
ation of the new phase can develop in the cross-section u
a critical elongation,a1 with the straineC* . In the ‘‘actual’’
case of the present experiment, however, the uniaxial len
is much larger than the diameter, and the swollen portion
emerge at a larger elongationaT(.a1) by increasinga at
TM . The difference betweenaT anda1 could be attributed
to the excess free energy for the nuclei to develop and fin
to form the new phase, since the gel has a finite diam
much larger than the size of nuclei~see Sec. III E!. The swol-
len portion extends the whole gel if the elongation is furth
increased. Finally, the gel stays in the single swollen stat
the characteristic elongation,a2 @see Fig. 4~b!#. At an equi-
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librium phase coexistence atTM under an elongationa(aT

,a,a2), the force along the uniaxial direction could b
balanced as follows

ESeSAS5ECeC* AC* , ~1!

whereeS denotes the strain of the swollen state in the co
istence~the reference state is the imaginary swollen state
TM without constraint!, and the corresponding cros
sectional area isAS . Note that after an elongationa(aT

,a,a2) is applied within a finite time,eC decreases to
become the critical strain,eC* with time, and the cross
sectional area increases to become the critical value,AC* . On
the other hand,eS decreases to approach a characteri
strain eS* with a, finally eS5eS* at a5a2 , while AS in-
creases to becomeAS* at a5a2 . The swelling condition
could be expressed as

L05LS1LC5
xL

bS~eS11!
1

~12x!L

bC~eC* 11!
, ~2!

where LS and LC represent the corresponding equilibriu
lengths at rest at 30 °C~swollen state! of the swollen and
collapsed portion in the coexistence atTM , respectively, and
bS and bC are the linear swelling ratios of the referen
states for calculating the respective strain atTM . For the
swollen portion, the reference state for elongation is a sw
len phase atTM without elongation of the ideal gel~imagi-
nary!, while for the collapsed portion it is a collapsed pha
at TM without elongation.

In order to obtain the relation betweenx and L, it is
necessary to determine the elongation dependence ofAS . In
fact, our recent studies17,18 indicated that the uniaxial elon
gation would increase the swelling ratio of the swoll
states, which has not been completely understood at pre
time ~see Sec. III E!. In the present model, we suppose th
the total volume of the swollen state is constant with resp
to the uniaxial elongation,a,

ASxL5A0LS , ~3!

where A0 is the equilibrium cross-sectional area at rest
30 °C. From Eqs.~1–3!, eS can be uniquely determined b
using the materials constants:eS5$(ESA0)/(ECbSeC* AC* )
21%21. Therefore, we have the relation betweenx andL as
follows

x5H 12
bC~eC* 11!

bS~eS11! J
21H 12bC~eC* 11!

L0

L J
5S 12

a1

a2
D 21S 12

a1

a D , ~4!

where a1[bC(eC* 11) and a2[bS(eS11) are materials
constants. The relation betweenx and a is shown in Fig. 5
together with the experimental results. One can say that
~4! is qualitatively consistent with the experimental resu
Here, by using the experimental values ofbC50.4, bS

50.8, andeC* 52, a1 was determined to be 1.2, anda2

52.56 was used to obtain a good fit to the data points;
assumingeS52.2, which givesEC /ES54.65. The relation,
-
at

c

l-

e

ent
t
ct

t

q.
.

y

a1,a2 , should be satisfied to realize the phase coexiste
We estimated the conditionEC /ES>3.91 by using the above
experimental values.

Figure 6 shows thea2V/V0 projection atTM of the
three dimensional phase diagram (a2T2V/V0). In this fig-
ure, the gel stays in the collapsed state undera<aT , and in
a single swollen state undera>a2 , while exhibiting the
phase coexistence underaT,a,a2 . The ratio of the swol-
len to the collapsed portion can be expressed as

x

12x
5

a212a1
21

a2
212a21 5

a2

a1

a2a1

a22a
[

a2

a1

L1

L2
, ~5!

whereL1 andL2 denote the length of CQ and QR in Fig.
respectively. This expression corresponds to a lever ru27

for the present system: the relative length of the two pha
of swollen and collapsed for a givena can be determined by
using this phase diagram, ifa1 and a2 are experimentally
determined. The experimental results are qualitatively c
sistent with this prediction in terms of the position of th
system in the coexistence curve.

E. Thermally activated nucleation and phase
boundary

We have seen above that the coexistence between
swollen and the collapsed phases can be realized in the
lindrical neutral gels. Evidence for the phase coexistence
be attributed to the uniaxial constraint~isometric! during the
phase transition, or to the uniaxial elongation atTM ~a col-
lapsed state!. In both cases, the local phase transition c
decrease the uniaxial stress of the remaining portion of
and the chains of the collapsed or swollen phase should
stretched from their equilibrium end-to-end distance at r
to the respective length with stresseC* or eS . In the latter
case, it is interesting to observe that at smaller elongation

FIG. 5. Theoretical equilibrium ratio of the swollen portion to the tot
length,x as a function ofa at TM ~just above the phase transition temper
ture!, where the gel was gradually stretched along the uniaxial direction.
results are qualitatively consistent with the experimental observations.
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whole gel stays in the collapsed state atTM and partly swells
at larger elongation. The elongation decreases the diso
tational entropy of the chains, and thus, in turn, increases
free energy which produces a restoring force.28,29 The elon-
gation dependence of states is due to the change in the
ance between hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions
the gel and water. The water molecules in the vicinity
hydrophobic polymer chains have more ordered structu
and thus a lower entropy, than those away from the po
mers. At smaller elongation the polymer network stays in
collapsed state and becomes more ordered~lower entropy!,
but the water molecules excluded from the polymer netw
become less ordered~higher entropy!. At larger elongation
the entropy of polymer network decreases, while that of
water molecules increases. As a whole the gel swells am
to a larger entropy of the entire gel system as should be
the equilibrium coexistence, the restoring force is balan
in accordance with Eq.~1!. In order to further understand th
phase coexistence, it is important to take into considera
at least two unique elastic properties of gels under mech
cal constraint. One is nucleation which is thermally activa
or stress-induced, and the other is the network structure
the phase boundary.

Recent theoretical arguments16,30–32have dealt with the
fact that thermally activated nucleation is strongly su
pressed in bulk gels by the distortion of the elastic field
three-dimensional gels. Nevertheless, macroscopic p
separation can experimentally occur on the gel surface, b
expected to lead to the formation of a stable surface laye
the new phase. In fact, it has been experimentally pointed
that phase transition begins at the surfaces and edges o
cylindrical bulk gels, which is a consequence of long-ran
elastic effects.33,34 In the present simple elongation expe
ment, the stress can be localized in the middle of the cy
drical gel; this location is similar to that observed in t
engineering fracture test of solids by tensile stress. Th

FIG. 6. Phase diagram ofa-V/V0 plane atTM , which corresponds to the
phase diagram ofP-r space in a fluid system. If the gel is placed atQ, it
takes the phase coexistence of the collapsed state,C and the swollen state,S.
The ratio of the swollen to the collapsed portion is proportional toL1 /L2 .
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fore, the initial swollen portion can emerge at the middle
the cylindrical gel. We believe that nucleation could occ
everywhere in the middle portion of gels where the strain
localized. The embryos could grow to become nuclei of
new swollen phase at the critical elongation,a1 . If the elon-
gation is further increased, the nuclei would develop a
combine to form a domain by decreasing the total ela
energy. When the domain can grow to the diameter size le
~underaT<a), the swollen phase can be realized in the bu
cylindrical collapsed gels. This process is expected to lea
the phase coexistence. The nucleation rate and the size o
nuclei should depend on the degree of ‘‘super-coolin
~how far the degree of elongation can exceed the crit
elongation,a1). It should be noted that the network structu
of the present kind of polymer gels is not homogeneous
nature,35,36 but rather consists of microdomains, which r
sults in inhomogeneous strain distribution under elongati
This frozen inhomogeneities should affect the coexiste
behavior. In order to verify these considerations, not o
mechanical but also kinetic experiments are desirable in
same sample. This is a subject for future research.

The above theoretical consideration is based on a sim
principle of mechanics which disregards the effects of
boundary between two phases. As for the phase transitio
the normal gel without constraint, the diameter change
discontinuous at the transition temperature. However, at
boundary of the phase coexistence, the diameter cont
ously changes from one to the other. Therefore, the netw
in a cross-section at the boundary is expected not to bec
either collapsed or swollen but to coexist under the ani
tropic deformation. This is because the network at
boundary is mechanically stretched in the outer surface la
but compressed in the core portion. The strain at the ph
boundary should affect the total free energy of gels.16 It has
been generally believed that the gel volume can be de
mined by osmotic pressure due to the excluded volum
which depends on polymer concentration.11,12 If the uniaxial
constraint is applied, the volume is theoretically expected
change,37 from our recent studies,17,18 as mentioned in the
former section, the volume of a swollen phase increases w
elongation, while the increment is very small in the case o
collapsed phase. This is because the repulsive interaction
tween polymer networks of the swollen state is much str
ger than that of the collapsed state; the balance between
attractive and repulsive forces in the swollen state could
changed by the external force. In other words, the networ
more hydrophilic in the swollen state that is easily affect
by deformation, while in the collapsed state it is hydropho
that is stable under deformation. From these considerati
the stress as well as the network density are highly inhom
geneous in a cross-section of the boundary, which sho
affect the stability of the phase coexistence. At the sa
time, we should consider the highly anisotropic deformat
at the boundary, which results in bringing the chains clo
together and thus enhancing the transverse intrachain in
action. The anisotropic stretching reduces the probability
the longitudinal interchain interaction. In particular, th
transverse hydrophobic interaction on neighboring cha
can be enhanced at the transition point. It is desirable to h
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microscopic information of the boundary from other tec
niques such as confocal microscopy, scattering experime
and so forth under a large deformation.

We believe that these unique elastic properties of po
mer gels could explain the mechanism of the discontinu
emergence of the swollen portion with a hysteresis in
present uniaxial stretch experiment. Moreover, it should
essential to understand the origin of the mechanical insta
ity of the phase coexistence of polymer gels.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied the transition behavior of cylindric
neutral poly~N-isopropylacrylamide! ~NIPA! gels of submil-
limeter diameters under a macroscopic mechanical c
straint. The present investigation is focused on the ph
transition behavior of neutral polymer gels in the vicinity
the transition temperature inP-T-r space. The phase coex
istence has been observed in this thermoresponsive NIPA
by two methods. One method consists in changing the t
perature under the mechanical constraint along the unia
direction, and the other in stretching the collapsed gel al
the uniaxial direction at a constant temperature just above
transition point. The static and dynamic property of the s
tems to achieve the equilibrium coexistent state was inve
gated by optical microscope. The macroscopic mechan
constraint might change the strain distribution on the mic
scopic molecular level and induce a ‘‘local’’ phase transiti
within the bulk gel. Once the new phase can emerge,
remaining unchanged portion of the gel can be stabilized
being kept away from the transition point. It was also sho
that the ratio of the swollen to the collapsed phase could
controlled by uniaxial stress, discussed in terms of the ph
diagram~diameter vs elongation!. The simple selection rule
of the phase was obtained.

It can be concluded that the phase coexistence of ne
polymer gels, that is, locally collapsed or swollen state,
general, would be stable and experimentally observa
when the gel exhibits the volume phase transition unde
mechanical constraint. We believe that the present work i
crucial importance not only for understanding the nature
the phase transition of gels but also in establishing the fo
dation for the future development and application of n
technologies based on these fundamental concepts.
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